Virtual Reality (VR) has gained more popularity in the recent years due to the advancements in hardware technology, an advancement that eliminated much of the limitations that VR technology was facing before. With the complexity that exists in today's applications, it is apparent that software issues are now the limiting factor in the development of realistic VR applications. This is largely due to lack of structure and standards in this new generation of software products.
Introduction
Virtual Reality (VR) was first introduced in the 60s and until recently it was limited by the shortcomings of the hardware devices. [1, 2] With the introduction of new CPU generations by Intel in the mid 90s followed by revolutionary Graphics cards, VR applications quickly grew into practical and commercial applications.
As hardware limitations diminish, the VR applications tend to quickly grow in size. This problem is reinforced by the lack of structure and standards in VR applications which ultimately results in software limitations. Software limitation occurs when the project becomes so large and so redundant that the task of maintaining the software and modifying its high-level functionalities become excessively time consuming.
One of the early redundancy problems encountered in the development of VR applications was that of implementing laws of physics. Most VR applications require at least some basic laws of physics. For instance, gravity exists in almost any virtual environment. Collision laws also exist in most virtual scenes, but different applications may require different level of collision response [3] . In particular, elastic collisions are sufficient for the more basic applications while non-elastic collisions are necessary for those applications that deal with deformable objects [4] . Although essential, these laws have little to do with the high-level objectives of the system. It is therefore desirable that the time and effort of the developers are spent on the implementation of high-level tasks that define the product, rather than the lower-level details that define the underlying physics.
The introduction of the physics engines was a major step toward structuring the VR applications [5] . A physics engine is a library that encapsulates the implementation of the low-level physics and provides and high-level API for those application that require enforcement of physical laws. Applications can use the API to assign laws of physics to the various geometrical models present in the scene. Thereafter, the task of enforcing these laws and updating the physical scene is done automatically by the physics engine.
Unfortunately most physics engines are not flexible in term of extending laws or defining new laws. Often laws are hardcoded within the library APIs and any addition to the limited list of available laws is impossible. The inability to extend the functionality of these physics engines imposes significant restrictions on VR applications.
The above issue is one that is encountered often in industry. It is apparent from the fact that different VR applications may require different set of physics laws. Take an example of flight simulation, if the objective of the simulation is to present an entertainment gaming software, basic laws such as gravity, torque, and collision detection are needed, however if the goal is to present a realistic flight simulation, additional physics such as aerodynamics and turbine pulse force must be enforced as well. In addition, collision law must be enhanced to reflect a more precise collision detection and collision response. Evidently, with current physics engines, an upgrade from a flight game to a flight simulation requires a complete rewrite of application since a different type of physics engine would be needed, even though the underlying application and geometry models stay the same.
It is therefore desirable to have one physics engine that allows the extension of laws and accepts laws that are constructed by third-party developers. This paper will outline the various components of xPheve, an extensible physics engine that addresses the above issues.
General Architecture
The challenge of designing an extensible architecture for a physics engine lays in the fact that a wide range of requirements must be addressed, many of which are unknown during the development. More specifically, it is not known what laws will be implemented and integrated with the core physics engine in the future. In this section, the general architecture of xPheve is discussed. The components that satisfy the extendibility requirements are discussed in section 3. We should talk about the motivations and challenging of physics engine design and development first, then go t your proposal and solution.
The architecture of xPheve is designed based on the objectoriented principles [6] ; the various subcomponents are represented by instances of classes. From a high-level point of view, xPheve consists of three types of components: Engine, Physical Object, and Physical Law. As it is shown in Figure 1 , the engine component typically owns many physical objects and several laws. In addition, the law components have references to the physical objects that must obey them. The engine is responsible for controlling the simulation timeline and establishing connections betweens physical laws and objects. The APIs provided by this component allows the application to start, pause, resume or end the physics simulation at any time.
A variety of physical objects with different properties and attributes may exist in a VR application. Each physical object is typically associated with a geometrical model. It is the responsibility of the physics engine as a whole to update the position, orientation and shape of these geometrical models to reflect their physical properties such as mass, material or softness.
The physical object components are responsible for receiving and storing the geometrical models as well as their physical properties. Figure 2 is the UML diagram of some of the classes and interfaces that contain or inherit physical attributes. The super-interface PhysicalObject is at top of the hierarchy. ConcreteObject inherits the geometry management code from AbstractObject and then implements the MobileObject and NewtonsObject interfaces.
Physical laws are implemented within classes that are derived from the PhysicalLaw super class. Each law instance is associated with a list of physical objects that must obey that law. At every iteration, the engine will enforce the physical laws by making calls to their enforce() methods. 
Control Flow
There are three execution flows in a typical VR application that uses xPheve (see Figure 3) . At highest level, there is the application thread that runs in parallel with xPheve. In Figure  3 , the application is simply a control loop that receives command inputs from the user and translates those commands into physics events such as applying force to an object.
At the center of control flow, we have the engine component that continuously executes an update phase during which the time attributes of all physical objects are updated.
Depending on the implementation strategy, the execution of physical laws may or may not occur in parallel with the engine component. If the implementation targets multi-processor stations, then we can form one or more additional threads to execute the physical laws. If single processor station is used, then it would be more efficient to run both engine and law components within a same execution thread. In this case, after updating physical objects, the engine component would grant the execution control to law components by calling their enforce() methods. 
Pluggable Laws
As it was discussed in section 1, one of the most apparent limitations with current physics engines is the lack of extensibility. That is, the developer cannot customize the laws beyond what the APIs permit nor can they write their own laws to be integrated with the core engine. xPheve addresses these issues by introducing the notion of pluggable laws. With this perception, laws are treated as entities that can be plugged in and out of the system without any changes to the internal structure of the physics engine. This pattern has already been used in a variety of other types of applications [7, 8] .
There are two aspects to every law: event and response. Events are conditions that cause a law to enforce some effects on some objects. Collision is an event that causes the velocity of a bouncing ball to be reversed for example. For better flexibility we divide laws into two components, one for monitoring the events and one for generating response when the specified events occur. In our architecture (see Figure 4) , the components in charge of monitoring events play the role of containers (Law Container) and the components that contain algorithms for computing a response play the role of plug-ins (Physical Law). The Law Containers themselves are plugged into the physics engine.
Law Containers are responsible for monitoring events that trigger law enforcement. They can have several laws plugged into them simultaneously. Typically all laws that share a common triggering event are plugged into a same Container. Each container maintains a list of the laws that are plugged into it; when the container detects that its wakeup condition is triggered, it loops through the list and enforces the laws one by one ( Figure 5 ). Physical Law is the component responsible for enforcing laws after it is informed by its Law Container that a certain event has occurred. As it was mentioned earlier, Physical Laws are plug-ins that can be plugged into any Law Container as long as it has the expected interface. Figure 5 demonstrates a high-level view of the interactions that occur between CollisionContainer and CollisionLaw.
After laws are plugged into the containers and the containers are plugged into the physics engine, the interaction between components begins. Depending on implementation, the containers are called periodically in order to check events that would require enforcing a law. If an event occurs [such as a collision] then the corresponding law is called to handle the reaction to this event. For example, the law may react to the physical event by simply modifying the force attribute of the physical objects involved. 
Implementation
Java technology is used in implementation of xPheve. Java is a powerful high-level programming language. Java programs run on top of Java Virtual Machines which allow them to be platform independent. Java programs have access to rich libraries of network classes which make them very suitable for online applications. Java is also a convenient platform for developing applications for mobile devices. Figure 6 shows the screenshot of a tool that was developed on top of xPheve library. It allows dynamic construction of a physical scene consisted of simple physical objects. The physical properties of these objects, such as mass and elasticity factor can be changed through an intuitive user interface. In addition, users are able to add, remove or just monitor the forces that are acting on each object in real-time. The simulation may be paused and resumed at anytime. There is a timer display that shows in real time the current time of the simulation. A military application is developed with the aid of xPheve (see Figure 7) . The application demonstrates the marching of a ground unit of tanks through a forest. The movement of tanks and other military vehicles are controlled by xPheve. The application simply sets the physical attributes of the military vehicles such as mass, velocity and force; xPheve would then execute a physically realistic movement of the vehicles while taking in considerations factors such as frication caused by the grass or collisions with the ground stones.
Conclusion
The use of physics engines in the development of virtual environments has noticeably improved the quality of modern VR applications and to some degree has eased up the efforts involved in developing them. However the components of current physics engines are tightly coupled with each other, making it impossible to reuse or extend their features.
Our approach for addressing these issues is to construct a generic physics engine that uses object-oriented principles in order to represent the physical worlds with hierarchy of classes and reusable components. These classes may inherit from each other and/or extend each other's functionalities. We introduced the notion of Pluggable laws: Classes that hold physics implementations within themselves and can be plugged in and out of the physics engine dynamically. This structure decouples the laws and physical objects from the core components of xPheve, thus allowing third party developers to extend the functionality of the physics engine without the need to access or modify internal components of the physics engine.
The success of such design lays in the fact that different VR application need different implementation of physical laws. It is troublesome for the developers if they are restricted to use the available physics engines "as is". For instance, while the physics engine "A" might have adequate collision detection features, it may lack a good aerodynamics effect. So it may be desirable for the developer to combine the adequate collision detection of physics engine "A" with the well implemented aerodynamic laws of physics engine "B". That unfortunately is not possible with current physics engines. xPheve allows this reusability which would in turn result in better quality VR application and less development cost.
